Introduction
1. We shall use L. E. Dickson 's result :f Theorem 1. Every universal quadratic null form in three or more variables is equivalent to a form (1) F = 2'gaxy + gby2 + cyz + gd^(z, w, ■ ■ ■ ) (i è 0), where g and a are odd, a is prime to d, c is prime to g, and the greatest common divisor of the coefficients of \¡/ is 1.
We investigate the case of five variables. In (1) let (2) 41 -ct(hz2 + jzw + lw2) + Azv + Bwv + Cv2, where (3) 1 is the greatest common divisor of a, A, B, C and of h,j, I, and where, by an argument which carries over from Dickson's paper, h may be taken prime to any given odd integer. We take h prime to ga.
We shall assume that one of N,M,P^ 0, where N=j2-4hl, M = A2-iahC, P = 2hB-jA. For if N = M=P = 0, then 4ahty = (2ahz+ajw+Av)2, where either ajw+Av is identically zero or it may be taken as a product of a constant by a new variable w. Hence this case reduces to the problem for three or four variables.
2. We shall need the following lemmas:
Lemma 1. If each of the congruences (4) F = G (mod 2«), F = G (mod gay), with F as in (1) and (2), has a solution x, y, z, w, v such that y is odd, then F = G is solvable.
* Presented to the Society, June 13, 1931 ; received by the editors in December, 1930. f Universal quadratic forms, these Transactions, vol. 31, No. 1, . Subsequent references to the four-variable case refer to this paper.
Lemma 2. The congruence (5) f -ax2 + bxy + cy2 m k (mod p"),
where p is an odd prime, is solvable for every k if and only if A = b2-iac^0
(mod p) when « = 1, and (A/p) = 1 when « > 1.
Proof of Lemma 1. Since gay is odd, (4) implies F = G (mod Py), where P = 2'ga. But F=Pxy+<j>, 4> = G (mod Py), 4> = G+PyQ. Hence F = G when x=-Q.
Proof of Lemma 2. Case 1. a = 0, b?éO(p). Lety = l.Thenf=bx+c = k(p), which is solvable. Assume f=k+Hpm, m^l. Then f=k(pm+1) is solvable with x replaced by x+Xpm. since H+bX=0(p) has a solution X. In this case A = b2(p), hence (A/p) = l.
Case 2. a = b=Q(p). Then f=cy2(p) and f=k(p) is not solvable for some k. In this case A = 0(/>).
Case 3. a?éO(p). Multiplying (5) by 4a we get the equivalent congruence (6) Z2 -Ay2 = 4a¿(/>"), where (7) Z = 2a* + èy.
When A = 0(p), (6), hence (5) also, is not solvable for some k. When A¿éO(p), it is well known that (6) is solvable modulo p. The solutions Z, y fix x, modulo p, by (7), so that x, y satisfy (5), modulo p. Consider «>1. If (A/p) --1, k = pK requires y=Z=0(p), whence (6) is not satisfied modulo p for some K. If (A/p) = 1, the pair Z, y which satisfy (6) modulo p may be chosen so that one of Z, y, hence one of x, yféO(p). Let j = k+Hpm,m^l, one oîx, y jáü(p). Then a(x+Xpm)2 + b(x+Xpm)(y + Ypm) +c(y+Ypm)2 = k(p'"+i) if
where M = 2ax+by, N = bx+2cy. Congruence (8) is satisfied unless M = N =0(/>), i.e., unless Ax^Ay = 0(p), which contradicts the hypotheses on A, x, and y.
The congruence F = G (mod gay) 3. Preliminary results. Discussion of y. We may factor g and a as follows:
(9) g = qr, a = st, q and s have the same distinct prime factors; r and t are prime to each other and to both q and s.
Then qs, r and t are relatively prime in pairs. Thus F = G is solvable R. S. UNDERWOOD [July modulo ga if solvable modulis qs, r and t. It is solvable modulis qs and r in the four-* and hence the five-variable case. It remains to consider (10) F = G(ty).
Let t be the product of powers pn of distinct primes. We shall use the following theorem:
Theorem 2. If for each factor p" of t = pini ■ ■ ■ p?', (11) F=G(pn), with F as in (1) and (2), has a solution z, w, v, y = y, with 77 = 1 or r, where (12) ir is an odd prime dividing no one of g, a, d, a, h, and not dividing one of N=j2-4hl, M=A2-4ahC,P = 2hB-jA, then (10) is solvable with y odd but not necessarily the same as in the solution of (11).
Note that by the last paragraph of §1
(13) one of N, M,P^0.
First we prove Lemma 2A. The congruence (14) F=G(ir), it as in (12), is solvable with y = kir, where k is an arbitrary integer.
For, dropping the terms of F containing" y, and multiplying (14) by 4ah, we get the equivalent congruence (15) 4ahF m gd(Z2 -a2Nw2 -Mv2 + 2aPwv) as 4ahG(ir), where Z = 2ahz+ajw+Av, and N, M, P are as in (12). Since 2ah is prime to ■k we may take Z, w, v as new variables in place of z, w, v. If N = M = 0, then P?¿0 by (13), and since 2gdaP is prime to w by (12), (15) By the Chinese Remainder Theorem there exist integers z, w, v such that z = z', w=w', v=v' (mod pn), and z = z", w=w", v^v" (mod 17). Then (11) and (14) have the same solution z, w, v, y = y, and hence, since y is prime to a and therefore to p, where 5 contains no factor p of /. We select a prime r = S+Xxt of type (12) and not dividing if from the infinite number of the form S+Xt, where X ranges over all integers, and take y = Çr. Then F = G(tÇ) has a solution Z, W, V, y = Çr = ÇS+XxtÇ, and, by Lemma 2A, F=G(t) has a solution Z', W, V, y = fr. Since r is prime to if it follows from the Chinese Remainder Theorem that F=G(t^r) has a solution Z", W", V", y = Çr. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
In applying Theorem 2 we shall proceed in practice as follows. We seek a solution of (11) F = G(pn), and find that various conditions on the coefficients in F require the consideration of numerous sub-cases. As a first step we consider (18) F^G(p).
When Theorem 2 is applicable we can either set y = 1 explicitly or show that there is a solution of (18) with y = r^0(p). From the infinite number of primes of the form r+Xp, where X runs through all integral values, we select a prime it of type (12) and set y = 7r. Then where convenient we make the induction proving (11) solvable with y fixed. When we make the induction through y we show explicitly that y remains prime to p, so that at each stage of the induction it can be chosen a prime of type (12) selected from the infinite number of primes of the form t\+Xpm, ri^O(p), m^l. There remain, besides the certainly non-universal cases, those for which we can prove (18) solvable but find it not convenient, and in some cases not possible, to hold y^O(p) in the solution. In such cases, as in 12123 below, we use the following theorem : Theorem 2A. Let pn be a typical factor oft = p?1 ■ ■ ■ p?r. If, for F as in (1) and (2), F=G(p") has for every a^n a solution z, w, v, y-phi\, where r¡ = 1 or a prime of type (12) and 5 2:0 depends upon G, p, n, and F, but not upon <r, then (12).
From this point the part of the proof of Theorem 2 below (16) applies exactly if we delete the now unnecessary statement "where ?7¿ = 1 or a prime x¿ of type (12)" and elsewhere replace y{ by y¿. Note that f = 771^2 ■ ■ ■ yr becomes J" = yiy2 ■ • ■ y,.
In view of Theorem 2A it will suffice in practice to prove that, excluding the (here) provably non-universal cases, congruence (11) F=G(p") has a solution z, w,v, y = Plr, r^0(p), where Ô is unchanged in the induction from modulus pm to modulus pm+x. This will be true when y remains fixed in the induction, and will be shown explicitly when the induction is through y.
4. The congruence F = G (mod t). Since t is prime to g, d, and A, but divides a, the congruence
where p is a prime factor of /, is equivalent to
We may assume without loss of generality that 12122. L = pLx, E = pEx, K = pKx, T = g2dbEx2+LxKx=0(p). Then F is not universal.
Since ( -dbC/p) = -1, the solution of (23) modulo p with k = pkx requires F = F=0(/>), so that, dividing out p, F=pkx(p2) reduces to -Lxz2 +g2db(2Exzw+Kxw2) =kx(p), which by Lemma 2 is not solvable for some kx.
12123. L = pLx, E = pEx, K = pKx, T¿é0(p). Then (23) is solvable.
By Lemma 2 we may fix Y and V modulo p so that
hence k-CY2-g2dbV2 = pQ. Then (23) modulo p2 reduces to
which is solvable by Lemma 2. This fixes z and w, modulo p, and hence also y and v through Y and V. Assume Fi = k+Hpm, m>:2, and assume first VféO(p). Then F2 = k(pm+l) with F, z, w unchanged and with v replaced by v+p'"v' (so that V is replaced by V+2Cpmv'), since 2g2dbV^0(p). by choice of X, completing the induction.
3. A=pAx, B = pBh C = pCi. Then af¿0(p) by (3).
N=j2-M?é0(p).
Since ^ is odd and does not divide gdah, multiplication of (20) by igdah yields the equivalent congruence Since J = 0(p), (31) gives
This is solvable by Lemma 2, fixing U and V modulo p. It remains to test (31) modulo/)"1, m^2.
3131. C=0ij>)2.
c=0(p). Then F is not universal.
For, by (37), (33), and (32), k = pK requires U = V=w=z=Q(p). By (31), S=Jy*(p*)jépK(j>2) for some K.
p = 2Axl-jBx=0(p). Then F is not universal.
Eliminating y from (32) and (33) and replacing j'2 -N by 4/z/, we get (38) jU -V = 2gdah(jz + 2lw)(p). By (37) and (39) k=pK requires U = V=lM^0(p). The condition l=Q(j>) requires j féO(p) by (36), whence by (38) and the condition that ¡x = 0(p), z=Bx=0(p). Hence k=pK requires M=0(p). By (31) S=Jy2(p2) jápK(p2) for some K.
cpféO(p). Then (31) is solvable.
Since ß = 2Axl-jBx^0(p), (41) jBx = 2Axl + r, where r ^ Q{p).
Multiplying (38) by Bx and replacing jBx by 2Axl+r, we get (42) (ji7 -V)BX -2gdahrz s 4gdahlM(pn), with M as in (40).
Noting (36) and the fact that U and F are fixed, modulo p, by (37), we have three subcases:
When t = 0(p),jBi=r^0(p) by (41), and z is fixed modulo p by (38). Choose w so that, by (40), M^0(j>). Then y is fixed modulo/» by (32) or (33) (consistent through (38)).
Whenj=0(/>), 2Axlm -r=éO(p) by (41), and w is fixed modulo p by (33). Choose z so that, by (40), M¿¿0(p), fixing y modulo p by (32).
When jlf^0(p), choose z so that the left side of (42) by the method used for (28).
Note that (35) is satisfied in our results for 3131.
3132. C = pCi, Ci^0(p).
c=Ji=0(p).
Then F is not universal.
By (37), (33) and (32), k = pK requires U^V=w=z=0(p). By (31), noting J = pJi, S=4pDCxV2(p2)^pK(p2) for some K. (31) is solvable.
csO, JxféO(p). Then
U, V, w and z are fixed, modulo p, by (37), (33), and (32). Multiplying both sides of (31) by Cx, we get Dividing out p, we find (44) solvable by Lemma 2, fixing y, A, and v, modulo p, by (44) and (45). Thus (31) is solvable modulo p2. The induction will be completed in 313234.
CféO(p).
313231. j=P = 0(p),P = aCJi+c2lAi2. Then F is not universal.
By (32) we have, yvithj=0(p),
Multiplying (44) by c2, replacing K and c2y2 by their values in (46) and (47) respectively, and then D in the coefficient of z by its value in (34), and noting that N=j2-4hl= -4hl(p), we have By (37), (33), and (49), k=pK requires U=V=w = T = 0(p), whence by (50) K2=pc2CxK(p2). We then have by (48) and the fact that P s Of» pDc2A2 =pc2CxK(p2), which is not solvable for some K.
Note that¿=P = 0(/>) is equivalent to Q = 0(p), with Q as in (35). 313232. j = 0,PfáO(p). Then (31) Dividing out p we find (51) solvable by Lemma 2, fixing A and Z, modulo p, and hence also z, v, and y by (52), (45), and (32) respectively. Thus (31) is solvable modulo p2. The induction will be completed in 313234.
j¿é0, Q=0(p), with Q as in (35). F is not universal.
Eliminating y and z from (44) (with K replaced as in (46)) by means of (33) and (38), we get (54) p(EA2 + Lw* -Mw) = K6(p2), where
By (37) and (57), k = pK requires Z7= V = M=Q(p). Since Q and hence Lm0(p)> we get, from (54) and (58), pEA2=p(2gdahcj)2CxK(p2), which is not solvable for some K. Dividing out p we find (59) solvable by Lemma 2, fixing A and W, modulo p, and hence also w, y, z and v by (60), (33), (32) and (45) Since <lCxDvj¿0(p), (67) is impossible if y = 0(p); hence in that case one of Li, L5j¿0(p) , and the induction is complete with the power of p in y unaltered. Finally, eliminating y from (64) and (67), replacing D by Ng2dq-ah, and dropping common factors which we know to be prime to p (as g, d,a,h, N, C), we get v2Q=0(p), with Q as in (35), which contradicts the hypotheses on Q and v. Hence at least one of the five induction substitutions above succeeds, and the induction is complete.
v = 0(p).
By (21) we may assume thatG^0(/>2), hence in (62) k = 4gdahGX^0(p2). Then by (62) Jxy^0(p). Assume S(y, 2, w, v) =k+Hpm, where U = V = 0, Jxy^O(p).TsLkey'^y(l+Xpm-l)^0(p),z' = z(l+Xp"-i),w'=w(l+Xp"'-1).
ThenU' = U(l+Xp"i-1)^0(p),V' = V(l+Xp"'-1)^0(p),Z' = Z(l+Xpm-i).
By ( But on eliminating w, (83) is equivalent to 2vl = 0(p), contradicting the hypotheses, hence (83) is impossible and the induction is complete. The results in the subcases of 3223 satisfy (73).
We have now proved the solvability of (19), and hence, by Theorems 2 and 2A, of (10), except in cases (84) below. Remarks on the congruence F = G (mod 2") 5. The briefer results. The initial problem was solved completely in the writer's thesis, but the conditions upon the coefficients as found are so numerous that the bare listing of the results, except those given below for the case e = 1, requires a prohibitive amount of space. We shall omit further proofs and close with the statements of two fundamental lemmas which give additional freedom in the choice of y, and of the theorem for the case e = 1. Lemma 3. If there exists an odd y satisfying (4)2, it may be chosen congruent to any desired odd residue, modulo 2". 
